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Introduction
The market for vendors that specialise in Control of Work
software for the Oil and Gas industry is maturing.

The Oil and Gas industry, like many in the
Energy and Resources sector, has a strong
focus on Environment, Health and Safety
(EHS) as a means of driving operational
excellence and ensuring employees have a
safe place to work. Companies who operate
in the industry link many of their core
values to ensuring that employees are safe
and that their operations limit the impact
on the natural environment. There is much
at stake, with failures in the management
of EHS being responsible in the past for
devastating environmental disasters and
loss of life.
Stringent regulation and an industry
mantra of ‘safety first’ has driven the
role of EHS deep into the core fabric of
organisational culture and is interwoven
into all aspects of management and
operations across the industry. Likewise
software systems which support the
management of EHS are an integral part
of operations and organisational risk
management.
Like many asset intensive industries,
companies in the Oil and Gas industry
are underpinned by numerous enterprise
grade Information Technology (IT) and
Operational Technology (OT) solutions,
typically from large global software
vendors. Large Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solutions dominate the
core operational and back-office functions
of most large Oil and Gas companies,
surrounded by an ecosystem of industry or
capability specific solutions for specific IT
and OT requirements.
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Many of the large ERP solutions incorporate
EHS either as an additional module or
included within the core packages. Often,
these solutions will fit a large number of
use cases across varied industries.
Typically, the EHS solutions included with
ERP packages are broad in functional
scope but have a smaller focus internally
for the large ERP vendors. The demand for
tailored, industry specific solutions opens
the door for an ecosystem of industryspecialist and capability-focused software
vendors to enter the market and provide
customers with specific solutions to meet
their requirements.
Likewise, within the EHS domain there
are numerous sub-domains of capability
and even more specialist solutions and
vendors available. For example, there is a
market for Control of Work (CoW) solutions,
specific to the Oil and Gas industry,
encompassing people, process and asset
safety management capabilities that
support operational risk management and
work-flow control of potentially hazardous
activities.
This publication looks at a cross-section of
smaller, mid-sized and larger sized vendors
who provide CoW software solutions to the
Oil and Gas industry with the aim of sharing
some insight into the types of vendors that
operate in this market segment.

“This publication looks at
a cross-section of smaller,
mid-sized and larger sized
vendors who provide CoW
software solutions to the
Oil and Gas industry.”
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Executive summary
The study highlights that the mid-sized vendors offer
a compelling proposition that should be considered by
potential customers.
All vendors included in the study have
indicated via questionnaire and through
publicly available information that they
offer the range of in scope CoW functional
capabilities, at least to some extent.
The study found that each vendor has
approached their product development
based largely on their company heritage.
Vendors with a heritage in asset
management demonstrate a strong asset
management focus in their products.
Vendors who have a heritage in operational
risk management have a strong focus in
this domain, and so on.
Given the wide array of focus across
the vendor landscape, customers need
to have a good understanding of their
own functional and non-functional
requirements, to ensure there is a fit with
any prospective vendor or solution.
When looking at the vendors’ operational
and strategic dimensions, we see that the
smaller vendors have a smaller operational
scale, which reflects their overall delivery
and support capability. The mid-sized
vendors are pursuing growth strategies
and have more robust delivery and support
capabilities and the larger vendors are
the most broad and deep in terms of
operational scale, but also focus the least
on the specific CoW domain, compared to
the smaller and mid-sized vendors.
This study shows that there is a market for
CoW solutions specific to the Oil and Gas
industry.

In Deloitte’s opinion, mid-sized vendors
offer the most compelling balance between
operational scale and focus on the core
CoW functional capabilities, as well as
strong delivery and support capabilities.
Thus, mid-sized vendors should be
considered by prospective customers
as they have specialist focus on the CoW
domain, but sufficient scale to be able to
serve all types of customers.

“The mid-sized vendors
offer the most compelling
balance between
operational scale and
focus on the core CoW
functional capabilities”

The two mid-sized vendors included
in the study are at different stages of
their business cycle. Petrotechnics
is going through a challenging phase
driven by significantly reduced revenue
after a number of years of prior growth;
while eVision is going through an
expansionary phase driven by success
in both cross-industry expansion and
delivering enterprise-level global-scale
implementations.
While their challenges may be different,
there is a common willingness to
invest in product innovation, pursue
growth strategies, deliver global-scale
implementations and still focus on the core
CoW product capabilities, which makes the
mid-sized arena arguably the most exciting
part of the market to watch.
Deloitte previously identified eVision as one
of the Deloitte Technology Fast 50 growing
companies in The Netherlands in 2016. It
is with great anticipation we continue to
watch them and this segment of the CoW
market into the future.
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What is Control of Work?
Control of Work is a formal approach to manage work
risks and proper execution with a procedural form of
control, using processes and systems to regulate activity.
Imagine for a moment you are a
maintenance supervisor at a gas refinery.
A small leak has been identified in a
steel pipe which transports liquid waste
products from one part of the plant to
another. Under certain conditions these
waste products can be highly combustible.
As a safety precaution, this section of the
plant has been shut down temporarily to
allow for maintenance.
Every hour this part of the plant is closed
is costing money and the repairs must be
completed quickly and efficiently. This is
only one of the many smaller maintenance
work orders that have been raised today
that must be planned, scheduled and
executed as soon and as safely as possible.
As the supervisor, you also need to make
sure that this work does not interfere with
other maintenance work in the surrounding
area and vice-versa. You can tell already
that today is going to be a busy day.

Assess
hazards and
controls

Plan
work scope

Work
order

Permit
management

The pipe will need to be isolated and
cleared of potentially combustible material
prior to repairs. The maintenance workers
will need suitable accreditations and work
permits to undertake the work, and there
needs to be procedures in place in case of
any safety related incidents. In the past,
you would have managed and coordinated
all of the multiple complex jobs being done
at one time by paper, based on your own
experience. These days you use a software
system to manage this for you.

At required stages of the job, the
maintenance workers use mobile devices
to verify permits and confirm approvals
are in place. This provides you with realtime information on your management
dashboards and gives you good visibility
over the multiple active jobs that are in
progress at the same time along with
aggregate risks across the plant. As each
job is completed, changes made in the
configuration of equipment are logged for
future reference and troubleshooting.

The work scope is planned and a draft
electronic permit is raised. To ensure
the potential risks associated with the
repairs are understood and mitigated
appropriately, a risk assessment is
undertaken and an isolation plan is drafted.
An approval work-flow for the permits, risk
assessment and isolation plan is followed
and the work is executed according to plan
by appropriately skilled workers, identified
for their specific accreditations.

This is a relatively simple example and yet
it already involves a number of moving
parts to ensure the plant can return to
normal operation quickly and safely. This is
the essence of CoW. The ability to manage
complex work-flows and approvals and
provide aggregated information to support
risk management and decision making. The
below diagram represents a simple permit,
risk and isolation management process as
an example of a common CoW work-flow.

Implement
controls

Draft

Risk
assessment

Issue
permit

Verify

Draft

Approve

Isolation
management

Authorise

Issued

Pre-job
discussion

Execute and
supervise

Verify job
completion
and close

Execute
work

Live

Complete

Authorise

Draft

Competence
management
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Review and
verify

Approve

Isolate

Live

Barrier
management

De-isolate

Mobile
solutions

Incident
management

Management
of change
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How might broader industry trends
impact Control of Work software?
Broad industry and technology trends are likely to drive growth in
the Control of Work software market in the coming years.

The move towards increased integration
and alignment between IT and OT in the
Oil and Gas industry is a trend seen across
the Energy and Resources sector at large.
Driving forces behind the move include the
desire for increased operational excellence,
improved decision support capabilities and
cost reduction.
Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Oil and Gas
Technologies considers that IT/OT
integration and alignment will continue
over the course of the next decade until
mainstream industry adoption; with high
benefits expected for companies that
embrace the move .
CoW fits well within the IT/OT integration
and alignment domain, suggesting that
the market for these solutions will also
continue to grow in the near term. The
CoW market is likely to undergo significant
change over the coming years, including
vendor consolidations and increased
focus from vendors on building broader
capability and industry focus, as already
seen in parts of the wider EHS software
market.
Because of the nature of CoW solutions
and the often complex processes they
support, multiple vendors and solutions
are often used for different aspects
of a single process. Increased vendor
collaboration, integration and partnerships
can improve the overall outcomes for
customers, as vendors work towards
common goals and this is expected to
increase in the future.

The promise of increased operational
excellence and reduced cost is expected
to continue to drive growth in the CoW
market. Large global ERP, EHS and EAM
software vendors are also likely to face
increased competition from specialty CoW
vendors. As such, this publication includes
a cross-section of smaller, mid-sized and
larger sized vendors , all operating in this
market.

“The promise of increased
operational excellence
and reduced cost is
expected to continue to
drive growth in the CoW
market.“

All vendors included in the study were
asked for an ‘inside out’ view of the key
industry and technology trends expected
to impact the CoW software market in the
near term. All vendors responded with a
resounding echo of broader technology
trends expected to, or already impacting all
major sectors and industries, including Oil
and Gas.
These trends include enhanced mobile
solutions, cloud computing platforms,
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery
models, data aggregation, risk, behavioural
and predictive analytic, digital twins,
wearables, digitalisation, Internet of Things
(IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) and machine
learning.
While the overall impact of these broad,
global-scale technology trends and more
localised industry trends on the CoW
software market is not yet clear, exciting
times certainly lie ahead for those involved
or interested in this market

Source: Gartner ‘Hype Cycle for Oil and Gas Technologies, 2017’
Source: Verdantix ‘Green Quadrant EHS Software, 2017’
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Our approach
The scope of this publication covers a cross-section of
vendors providing Control of Work software solutions to
the Oil and Gas industry.
Scope
Demand for CoW solutions is increasing as
part of a broader industry trend to improve
the integration and alignment between IT
and OT, driven by the desire to increase
operational excellence, reduce costs and
support safe working environments for
employees.
This publication looks at a cross-section
smaller, mid-sized and larger vendors
offering CoW software solutions to the Oil
and Gas industry with the aim of sharing
some insight into the types of vendors
that operate in this market segment.
This publication is not intended as an
exhaustive comparison of all vendors

Domain definition

We defined a set of reference
models and study scope
criteria to identify and review
each vendor’s solutions.
•• Reference model –
Definition of the specific
capability domains in scope
for this study
•• Study scope – Definition of
key dimensions of the study
scope, covering functional
technology, operations and
strategic dimensions

operating in this market segment. To focus
the analysis, we selected six vendors that
are broadly representative of the market.
Its scope is limited to a study of the
selected vendors and their software
solutions across key functional, technical,
operational and strategic dimensions. Thus,
it doesn’t take into account all aspects
of their various solutions and business
operations. The comparison is qualitative in
nature and based on available information
at the time of publication.

questionnaire that covered the key focus
areas of the study.
Approach
We took a four-step approach to the study
which included the definition of a reference
capability model to standardise the
language used to describe each vendor’s
solution capabilities, the selection of a
cross-section of vendors who operate in
this market, the gathering of data and the
subsequent analysis.

To complete the study, vendors were
engaged and asked to respond to a
40 question information gathering

Vendor selection

Data gathering

We selected a cross-section
of vendors to include in the
study.
•• Long list – identification of a
long list of vendors providing
CoW solutions to the Oil and
Gas industry
•• Selection – Selection of a
cross-section of vendors
in this market for further
analysis; representing
smaller, mid-sized and larger
sized vendors

We gathered data from a
range of sources.
•• Desktop research using
publicly available information
•• Prior analysts reports
and available industry
documentation
•• Input from the selected
vendors via questionnaire
•• Deloitte’s global experience
and network of professionals

Data

Mid-sized

Analysis

We reviewed the available
information against the study
scope to identify key findings.
•• Review of gathered
information from public
sources and vendor
questionnaires
•• Qualitative analysis against
each dimension of the study
scope domains
•• Documentation of key
findings and conclusions

Data
Analysis

Select
Smaller

Data

Data

Larger
Data
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The selected vendors
Six vendors that are broadly representative of this
market segment were included in this study, covering
smaller, mid-sized and larger vendors.
A preliminary market scan identified more
than 20 vendors that operate in some
capacity in this market segment.

Two vendors from each of these sizing
groups were selected for inclusion based
on their reported financial statements.

The vendors selected for inclusion in the
study represent a cross-section of this
vendor landscape, encompassing smaller,
mid-sized and larger vendors.

A further key prerequisite for inclusion
was that they offer CoW solutions to the
Oil and Gas industry, as demonstrated by
customer references.

Engica
Engica specialises in the development and
implementation of Integrated Safe Systems
of Work (ISSoW), Asset Management and
Maintenance Management products.
Engica has a long heritage in the Oil and
Gas industry that has since expanded into
over nine other industries.

eVision
eVision specialises in the development
and implementation of CoW products,
with an encompassing software platform.
eVision has a heritage and focus in the Oil
and Gas industry and has expanded into
other hazardous work industries including
chemicals, power and utilities, and
pharmaceuticals.

RAP International
RAP International specialises in the
development and implementation of
Electronic Permit to Work (ePTW) and
ISSoW products. RAP International has a
long heritage in the high hazard oil and
petrochemical industry that has since
expanded into other sectors including
steel, utilities and infrastructure.
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Petrotechnics
Petrotechnics specialises in the
development and implementation of ePTW
and ISSoW products. Petrotechnics has a
long heritage in the Oil and Gas industry
that has since expanded into other sectors
including chemicals, petrochemicals,
mining and transport.

The vendors selected for the study were:
•• Engica
•• RAP International
•• eVision
•• Petrotechnics
•• IBM
•• SAP

IBM
IBM is one of the world’s largest diversified
technology companies. In this domain
IBM provide broad functionality Asset
Management solutions. They also offer
specialisation packages for the Oil and
Gas industry (amongst others) and EHS
modules encompassing CoW.
SAP
SAP is the third largest independent
software company globally and provides
market leading ERP solutions across a
wide range of industries including Oil
and Gas. In this domain SAP provides
broad functionality EHS solutions as part
of broader ERP, Asset Management and
Operational Risk Management solutions.
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The following provides some general information about each selected vendor.
Selected vendors
Engica

RAP
International

eVision

Petrotechnics

IBM

SAP

Company
Name

Engica Ltd.

Type

Private company

Private company

Private company

Private company

Public listed company

Public listed company

http://www.engica.com

https://www.rap-

https://www.evision-

https://www.

https://www.

https://www.

international.com

software.com

petrotechnics.com

ibm.com

sap.com

United Kingdom (UK)

United Kingdom (UK)

The Netherlands (NL)

United Kingdom (UK)

United States (US)

Germany (DE)

United States, Bulgaria

United States, China,

United States, Saudi

United States, Saudi

Globally

Globally

Qatar

Arabia, Scandinavia,

Arabia

Approx. <381,000

Approx. <85,000

Approx. 1,000 EHS

Approx. 1,000 EHS

Website
Headquarters

RAP International Ltd.

eVision Industry

Petrotechnics Ltd.

Software B.V.

Regional
offices

International Business

SAP SE

Machines Corp.

Qatar and United
Kingdom

Number of
employees

Approx. <50

Years
operating

Approx. 36+

Approx. 24+

Approx. 10+

Approx. 25+

Approx. 106+

Approx. 46+

Sizing

Smaller company

Smaller company

Mid-sized company

Mid-sized company

Larger company

Larger company

Oil & Gas

Oil & Gas

Oil & Gas

Oil & Gas

Oil & Gas

Oil & Gas

Power & Utilities

Power & Utilities

Power & Utilities

Chemical & Industrial

Power & Utilities

Power & Utilities

Chemical & Industrial

Chemical & Industrial

Chemical & Industrial

Mining & Resources

Chemical & Industrial

Chemical & Industrial

Transportation & Ports

Steel & Infrastructure

Pharmaceuticals

Transportation

Transport & Aerospace

Transportation

Manufacturing & Facility

Manufacturing & Facility

Manufacturing &

Pharmaceuticals

Automotive & Marine

Facility

Nuclear

Construction

Mining & Resources

Defence

Life Sciences

Industry
presence

Product
offerings

Approx. <50

Approx. <250

Approx. <150

Q4 Safety

RAPnet

One Vision

Proscient

IBM Maximo

SAP ECC or S/4HANA

- Integrated Safe

- Permit to Work

- Operational risk

-Operational risk

- Health, Safety and

- Work Clearance

Systems of Work

- Risk assessment

management and

management and

Environment (HSE)

Management

Q4 CMMS

- Isolation

process safety platform

process safety platform

Manager

- Environment, Health

– Maintenance

- Mobile and GIS

Permit Vision

(current platform)

- Enterprise Asset

and Safety

Management System

- Reporting and Audit

– Permit to Work

Management (EAM)

- Incident Management

Q4 EAM

- Turnaround

Shift Vision

Sentinel Pro

(Prerequisite)

- Health and Safety

- Enterprise Asset

- Interlocks

– Shift and Handover

– Process safety and

- Oil and Gas industry

Management

Management

- Utilities and

Management

Permit to Work (legacy

module (optional

- Maintenance Safety

Q4 RCM

Infrastructure

Change Vision

platform)

industry module as

- Permit to Work

– Reliability Centred

- Management of

– Management of Change

alternative to standard

- Plant Management

Maintenance

Change

Barrier Management

EAM module)

- Management of

– Barrier Management

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.

Change
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What are typical Control of Work system
functional capabilities?
There are functional capabilities common to Control of
Work systems across the market.

Reference capability model
A key consideration of this study has been
the focus of each of the vendor solutions
from a capability perspective. Across the
software industry it is common for vendors
to focus on different capabilities depending
on their company heritage, customers,
vision and strategy resulting in few vendors
focusing on the exact same capabilities.
To undertake the study we needed a
common description of the capabilities
across each of the vendor solutions. There
isn’t currently an industry wide reference
capability model for CoW solution
capabilities . Therefore we adapted a
reference capability model from Deloitte’s
global IndustryPrint Process Model: Oil and
Gas (Upstream).
The diagram to the right and the table
below set out the CoW functional
capabilities defined for this publication.

Infrastructure

Operations

Manage Accounting

Manage Information
Technology

Manage Capital
and Risk

Perform Exploration &
Appraisal

Execute Land Activities

Perform Drilling and
Completion
(Development)

Manage Human
Resources

Provide Decision
Support

Perform Production and
Revenue Accounting

Perform Well
Production

Prepare Mine Plan

Mine Production

Plan and Manage
Business

Manage Projects

Perform Joint Venture
Accounting

Manage Water

Manage Warehousing
(non-Fuel)

Upgrade Bitumen

Manage Support
Services

Manage Oil Field and
Mine Facilities

Procure Materials and
Services

Manage Sales

Provide Security

Manage Administrative
Services

Deﬁne Maintenance
Objectives

Establish Organisational
Structure & Strategy

Acquire Assets

Manage Corporate
Communications

Ensure Employee
Communications

Manage Existing
Assets

Manage History

Perform Root Cause
Analysis

Plan and Manage
Environmental/
Safety Program

Provide Risk
Management

Manage
Owner Property

Refurbishment Process

Manage Fleet

Manage Master
Maintenance Records

Identify and Plan
Equipment Maintenance

Execute Maintenance

Manage Turnaround

Maintenance
Scheduling

Manage Support Services
Provide Legal Services

Manage Oil Field and Mine Facilities

Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) Processes
Water and Wastewater
Management

Hazardous Waste
Management

Air Emissions

Product Compliance

Industrial Hygiene

Occupational Health

Chemicals Management

Control of Work

Sustainability Reporting

Auditing

Control of Work (CoW) Solution Capabilities
Risk Management

Permit to Work

Isolation Management

Management of Change

Incident Management

Competence Management

Barrier Management

Handover Management

Planning Management

Mobile Solutions

Capability

Description

Risk management

Perform task and job risk assessments and manage, aggregate and report on risks

Permit to work

Manage permit requirements, issuing, compliance, work-flows and interactions

Isolation management

Manage isolation requirements, work-flows, compliance and safe work procedures

Management of change

Register all relevant changes and conditions of people, assets and machinery

Incident management

Document incident response plans and procedures and manage plan activations

Competence management

Manage training and permit requirements and interface with HR functions

Barrier management

Manage physical and logical barriers and risks across multiple locations

Handover management

Manage risk, maintenance and permit related information across resources and shifts

Planning management

Manage planning and scheduling work plans for hazardous activities

Mobile solutions

Delivery of front line control of work systems using mobile enabled technologies suitable for field work
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Review of functional capabilities
We reviewed each vendor’s CoW solutions against the
10 reference CoW capabilities in scope for the study and
the broader range of capabilities offered by each vendor.
Functional – functional capabilities including:
•• Risk management
•• Permit to work
•• Isolation management
•• Management of change
•• Incident management

•• Competence management
•• Barrier management
•• Handover management
•• Planning management
•• Mobile solutions

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Other capabilities

Reference CoW functional capabilities

Selected vendors
Engica

RAP
International

eVision

Petrotechnics

IBM

SAP

Risk management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Permit to work

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Isolation management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Management of change

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Incident management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Competence management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Barrier management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Handover management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Planning management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mobile solutions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operational risk management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Engineering management

Yes

Yes

Enterprise resource planning

Yes

Yes

Environment, health and safety

Yes

Asset management

Yes

Functional capabilities

•• Provides all

•• Provides all

•• Provides all

•• Provides all

•• Provides all

reference CoW

reference CoW

reference CoW

reference CoW

reference CoW

functional

functional

functional

functional

functional

functional

capabilities

capabilities

capabilities

capabilities

capabilities

•• Capabilities

•• Capabilities

•• Capabilities focus

•• Capabilities focus

focus on

focus on

on operational

on operational

focus on end-

operational

operational risk

risk management,

risk management,

to-end asset

risk

management,

ePTW, handover,

including CoW

management,

management,

ePTW, isolation,

isolation, barrier,

•• Other capabilities

maintenance

provides

workplace

reporting and

change, diagrams

include emergency

and operational

enhanced

safety, CoW,

mobile

and GIS

planning and

risk with EHS

user interface

response,

and CoW as sub-

and advanced

reporting,

Functional capabilities

•• Provides all

reference CoW

•• Other

•• Includes

•• Capabilities

asset

capabilities

advanced

deviations

components of

management

include audit,

visualisation

management,

these capabilities

and auditing

reporting,

capabilities

integrated planning

•• Other

interlocks,

•• Other capabilities

•• Oil and Gas

capabilities
•• Two versions,
ECC and
S/4HANA
•• S/4HANA

analytics
•• Focuses on
operational risk

and scheduling,

module available

management,

capabilities

turnaround,

include

cumulative risk

which provides

incident

include log

utilities and

shutdowns and

visualisation and

pre-packaged

management,

book, lessons

infrastructure,

turnarounds,

management,

capabilities

chemical

learned,

GIS and action

digital twins,

auditing and

specific to the Oil

management,

dashboards,

tracking

lessons learned,

reporting

and Gas industry

emissions

•• Solution is based on

auditing and

3D cumulative

reporting

risk visualisations

three primary user

management,
compliance,

and dashboards

interface screens

management

and dashboards

of change, CoW
and exposure
management

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Review of technology capabilities
We reviewed each vendors CoW solutions against six
technology dimensions covering technical and nonfunctional capabilities.
Technology – technical and non-functional capabilities including:
•• Completeness of solution
•• Product roadmap
•• Technical architecture
•• Integration
•• Hosting and delivery model
•• Licence model

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Selected vendors
Engica
•• Solution based on

Petrotechnics

IBM

•• Platform comprised

•• Platform comprised

of multiple separate

of multiple separate

of multiple modules

solution is an add-

Management is a

engine

applications that

applications that can

that can be

on module for the

sub-component of

can be deployed

be deployed stand

switched on/off

Maximo Enterprise

SAP EHS (add-on

database across

stand alone or

alone or integrated

•• Based on a single

Asset Management

module to SAP ERP),

suite of products

integrated together

together with toggle

solution (or Oil

making these both

and Gas module),

prerequisites for

•• Single common

switch integrations

application engine
•• Common database

•• Maximo HSE

SAP

•• Solution comprised

•• Q4 suite also

•• Common database

and deployment

making this a

•• Integrated solution

and deployment

methodologies

prerequisite for

management, asset

provides end-to-

methodologies

management and

end CoW capability

across platform

reliability centred

or can be used

maintenance

for specific point
solutions

includes modules
for maintenance

•• The full suite can be

database

•• Integrated solution

across platform
•• Modular design

implementation
•• Based on a single
application engine
across the SAP

application engine

product suite

provides end-to-end

end CoW capability

across the Maximo

•• Single common

CoW capability or can

or can be used

be used for specific

for specific point

solutions

point solutions

solutions

•• CoW capabilities

implementation
•• Based on a single

•• SAP Work Clearance

provides end-to-

deployed or as point

•• CoW capabilities

•• CoW capabilities

•• CoW capabilities

product suite

database

•• Single common
database
•• CoW capabilities

•• CoW capabilities

currently covered

currently covered

currently covered

currently covered

currently covered

currently covered

under mainstream

under mainstream

under mainstream

under mainstream

under mainstream

under mainstream

support

support

support

support

support

•• Ongoing investment

Product
roadmap

eVision

a single application

•• Single common

Completeness
of solution

RAP
International

•• Ongoing investment

•• Key focus areas

•• Key focus areas

•• Key focus areas

support
•• Key focus areas

across product

across product

include cloud and

include cloud

include extended

include extended

portfolio

portfolio

SaaS, digital twins,

architecture, risk

mobility support

mobility support,

real-time dynamic

management,

including wearable

IoT (e.g. connected

•• Product roadmap

•• Product roadmap

not made publicly

not made publicly

barrier management,

advanced paralytics

integration, use of

worker safety and

available

available

risk management

and machine

AI and cognitive

connected assets),

and interactive

learning

reasoning

machine learning.

visualisation
•• Web based
application based
on Microsoft .NET
•• Support for

Technical
architecture

•• Web based

•• Supports MS SQL
Server (preferred)

connected and

and Oracle

disconnected sites

databases

•• Supports MS SQL
Server (preferred)
databases

•• Web based

applications

GDPR standards

certified against

application using

a Services Oriented

a SOA

a SOA

Architecture (SOA)

connected and
disconnected sites
•• HTML5 compliant

•• Hosted solution

user interface
•• Supports MS SQL

ISO27001 standard

•• Web based

application using

•• Support for

•• Solution complies to

•• Web based

applications using

Server (preferred),
Oracle and Hadoop
databases

•• Support for

•• Web based

•• Web based
application
•• Client server model
based on SAP

connected and

with database,

system landscape

disconnected sites

application, web

and technical

•• Supports MS SQL
Server and Oracle
databases

and directory
servers
•• Support for
connected and
disconnected sites

architecture
•• Supports any
database (S/4HANA
version requires
HANA database)
•• Support for
connected and
disconnected sites

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Selected vendors
Engica

RAP
International

eVision

•• Web Services API for

•• Web Services API for

•• Web Services API for

integration
•• Supports direct

•• Integration available

integration
•• Integration with

•• Web Services and

for integration

Framework for

•• Integration with

for maintenance

wide range of ERP,

management,

Asset Management,

wide range of ERP,

asset management,

EHS and integration

Asset Management,

for a range of ERP,

planning and

platforms

EHS and integration

Asset Management,

scheduling

•• SAP certified

platforms

EHS and integration

management, plant

connectors

•• SAP certified

platforms (including

management,

available

SAP and IBM

personnel

Maximo)

and training

include Primavera,

•• Other integrations

management

ESRI and OSIsoft PI

include Primavera,

systems

•• Uses IBM Maximo
Integration

middle-ware

•• Other integrations

IBM

Plug-in based APIs

interfaces or

•• Integration available

Integration

integration

Petrotechnics

SAP
•• Native integration to
SAP applications
•• Interfaces to 3rd

standardised

party applications

interface methods

implemented via

•• Connectors
available for specific
interface use cases
•• Wide range of

web-services
•• Wide range of
solutions in the
market have

connectors

solutions in the

connectors

available

market able to

available for

integrate with IBM

integration with SAP

Maximo

products

SAP PI/PO and

Technology Capabilities

OSIsoft PI
•• Offer on-premise

•• Offer on-premise,

•• Offer on-premise,

•• Offer on-premise

•• Offer on-premise,

and cloud hosted

cloud hosted and

cloud hosted and

and cloud hosted

cloud hosted and

or private cloud

delivery model

SaaS delivery model

SaaS delivery model

delivery model

SaaS delivery model

hosted delivery

•• Offer Azure based

Hosting and
delivery model

cloud hosting
•• On-premise most

•• On-premise most

•• On-premise most

model based

prevalent option

prevalent option

prevalent option but

on SAP systems

taken by customers

taken by customers

taken by customers

shifting to SaaS

landscape (ECC or

•• SaaS delivered

taken by customers
•• Not currently

•• Not currently

using Amazon Web

offering a SaaS

Services (AWS)

delivery model

•• Managed services

offering a SaaS
delivery model

•• Licence model

using IBM cloud
infrastructure
•• Managed services

also available
•• Licence model

•• SaaS delivered

S/4HANA)
•• Not currently
offering a SaaS
delivery model

also available
•• Licence model

•• Licence model

•• Typical licence

based on upfront

based on upfront

based on upfront

based on upfront

based on upfront

model with upfront

licence fee and

licence fee and

licence fee and

licence fee and

licence fee and

licence fee and

ongoing annual

ongoing annual

ongoing annual

ongoing annual

ongoing annual

ongoing annual

support and

support and

support and

support and

support and

support and

maintenance fees

maintenance fees

maintenance fees

maintenance fees

maintenance fees

for on-premise

for on-premise

•• Azure cloud hosted

Licence model

•• On-premise most

prevalent option

prevalent option

•• Licence model

•• On-premise most

•• Offer on-premise

option requires

•• Subscription based

•• Subscription based

•• Subscription based
licence model

for on-premise
•• Subscription based

maintenance fees
•• EHS module is
licenced in addition

Azure subscription

licence model and

licence model and

and pricing also

licence model and

to the core SAP ECC

licencing (Microsoft)

pricing for SaaS

pricing available for

available for on

pricing available for

or S/4HANA

solution

SaaS solution

premise solution

SaaS solution

•• Bespoke support

•• EHS module is

arrangements able

licenced in-addition

to be negotiated

to Maximo Asset

based on customer

Management

requirements

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Review of operational capabilities
We reviewed each vendor against three key operational
dimensions which cover the vendor’s implementation
and support capabilities.
Operations – operational and support capabilities including:
•• Support and maintenance model
•• Implementation model
•• Operational scale and geographic coverage

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Selected vendors
Engica
•• Standard UK office

•• Multi-tier support

•• Multi-tier support

model depending

model depending

telephone and email

associated SLAs and

associated SLAs and

associated SLAs and

on customer

on customer

response times

response times

response times

requirements

requirements

•• Electronic, voice,

•• Electronic, voice,

and on-site support

and on-site support

and on-site support

on-site and custom

customer discretion

available

available

available

support available

•• 24/7 critical support

•• Bespoke

•• Product updates

•• Product updates

for emergencies

‘Turnaround’

typically released

typically released

available as an add-

support available

quarterly

bi-annually

by negotiation

•• UK based support

•• UK based support

•• Offer dedicated

•• Offer dedicated

in-house support

•• UK based support

typically released 3 -

•• 24/7 telephone

5 times annually

support available
for critical issues
•• Offer dedicated

Operational capabilities

account managers
•• Sales and

support agreement
•• Product updates

•• 24/7 telephone

management team
•• Sales and

•• Rolling ongoing

•• NL based support

account managers

from account

•• Sales and

on-site and custom
support available
•• Rolling ongoing
support agreement
•• Product updates
typically released biannually/annually

support available

•• Global 24/7 support

•• Global 24/7 support

for critical issues

•• Offer dedicated

•• Offer dedicated

•• Offer dedicated

account managers

account managers

account managers
•• Sales and

•• Sales and

•• Sales and

implementation

implementation

implementation

implementation

implementation

implementation

directly

directly

directly or via

directly or via

directly or via

directly or via

partners

partners

partners and

partners and

•• Services cover

•• Services cover

end-to-end

end-to-end

implementation

implementation

life-cycle
•• Offer dedicated
project managers
•• Partners include
technology and
software providers,
system integrators

life-cycle

•• Offer dedicated
project managers

project managers
•• Project delivery

end-to-end

methodology

implementation
life-cycle

project managers
•• Partners utilised on
an as needed basis

•• Offer dedicated

•• Services cover

•• Offer dedicated

•• Partners include

•• Microsoft Gold

Accenture, Wipro,

partner

Infosys, SAP,

system integrators
•• Offer dedicated
project managers

system integrators
•• Offer dedicated
project managers

•• Services cover

•• Services cover

based on Agile, PMI,

end-to-end

end-to-end

Prince2 and prior

implementation

implementation

hazardous industry

life-cycle

delivery experience
•• Partners include

•• Partners include

life-cycle
•• Partners include

Accenture, Wipro,

Accenture,

and domain specific

OSIsoft, Enablon,

Accenture,

Tata Consulting,

Capgemini, Wipro,

consultants

IBM, United Safety

Schneider Electric,

Infosys, Capgemini

LinxAS and Vesta

•• Microsoft Gold

and DAR al Riyadh

Oracle, SAP and

and Atos

Partners

partner
•• Main operations in
UK (HQ)
•• Regional presence

Operational
scale and
geographic
coverage

•• Electronic, voice

with upgrades at

on services

Implementation model

SAP

support model with

•• Electronic, voice

•• Offer a 3 tier

IBM

support model with

•• Electronic, voice

•• Offer a 3 tier

Petrotechnics

support model with

on regular basis

•• Offer a 3 tier

eVision

hours support via

•• Updates provided

Support and
maintenance
model

RAP
International

in US and Bulgaria
•• US office offers
sales services
•• Bulgaria office

TIBCO
•• Main operations in

•• Main operations in

UK (HQ)

NL (HQ)

•• Main operations in
UK (HQ)

•• Regional presence

•• NL, Middle East and

in US, Qatar and

US offices consist

support capabilities

China

of integrated teams

based in the UK

•• Regional offices

including delivery

offer sales,

and support
•• Scandinavian and

provides software

implementation,

development

training and

UK offices primarily

services (10 FTE)

support services

offer sales and
support

•• Main delivery and

•• Regional presence
in US and Saudi
Arabia
•• Regional offices
primarily offer sales

•• Main operations in

•• Main operations in

US (HQ) but have

DE (HQ) but have

significant global

significant global

footprint
•• Approx. 1,000

footprint
•• EHS team includes

employees related

approx. 500

to Maximo/EHS

employees in EMEA,

•• All regions
provide sales,
implementation and
support services

250 in Americas and
250 in APAC
•• Development team
located in EMEA

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Review of strategic dimensions
We reviewed each vendor against three strategic
dimensions which cover the vendor’s financial position
and customer references.
Strategic – strategic organisational dimensions including:
•• Financial position
•• Industry and customer references
•• Strategic direction

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Selected vendors
Engica
•• Exempt from audit

•• Exempt from audit

in the UK due to

in the UK due to

smaller size

smaller size

•• Revenue not

Financial
position

required to be

reported

reported

•• Abbreviated balance

eVision

Petrotechnics

IBM

SAP

•• Audited NL financial

•• Audited UK financial

•• Audited US financial

•• Audited DE financial

statements

sheets available

(2013 - 2017)

(2012 - 2016)

statements

statements

statements

•• >30M (USD) revenue

•• >10M (GBP) revenue

•• Publicly traded

•• Publicly traded

•• >25M (USD) current

•• >5M (GBP) current

•• >80B (USD) revenue

•• >25B (EUR) revenue

•• >45B (USD) current

•• >15B (EUR) current

assets

assets

•• Approx. 12%

•• Approx. 44%

reduction in

reduction in

•• Abbreviated balance

sheets available

assets

Strategic organisational factors

•• Revenue not

required to be

•• >5M (GBP) current

revenue 2015 - 2016
•• Operating costs

•• >5M (GBP) current
assets

revenue 2016 - 2017
•• Operating costs

assets
•• Approx 2.3%
decrease in revenue
2015 - 2016
•• Approx 11%

in revenue 2015
- 2016
•• Approx. 19%

decreased in

driven by major

2016 - 2017 driven

decrease in net

increase in profit

headcount growth

by reduction in

income 2015 - 2016

after tax 2015 - 2016

•• Limited balance

sheet variability

sheet variability

and business

headcount and long

(2013 - 2017),

2012 - 2015

expansion

term debt

•• Internal capability to

•• Internal capability to

deliver smaller scale

deliver smaller scale

•• Demonstrated
capability to deliver

implementations

asset management

implementations

implementations

enterprise-level,

of legacy products,

and maintenance

global-scale

in particular in the

domains (including

•• References include

assets
•• Approx. 6% increase

increased in 2016

•• Limited balance

•• References

Industry and
customer
references

RAP
International

•• High volume of

North Sea

•• Global clients across

across EHS domain
(including CoW)
•• References include

include Chevron,

Ineos, PetroIneos,

implementations

Inpex, Dolphin

Valero, Petrochina,

•• References include

Energy, Cheniere,

Qatar Petroleum,

BP, Shell Global,

Saudi Aramco,

BP, Shell, Chevron,

India, Petrobras,

Premier Oil, APT,

SECCO, OMV, Rubis,

Statoil, RasGas,

BP, Exxon Mobil,

Maersk, Petrofac,

Engie, Hess, Baker

Interconnector,

Benegas, Petgaz,

Qatar Petroleum,

Occidental, CNR,

DTE Energy, Duke

Hughes, Cairn India,

National Grid and

Petrom, Wakefield

Total, Qatargas,

Chevron, Cameron

Energy, Santos and

Marathon, Dolphin

Atlantic

and BP

Cepsa, Borouge,

LNG, Golden Pass

Centrica

Energy, LNG, Sasref,

Maersk Oil Qatar,

LNG, Apache,

Pan American,

Repsol Sinopec,

Petronas, Teekay

Orica, Petronet

Oiltanking,

Petrojarl, Nexen,

Energy and Sadara

Bluewater, NAM,

Enquest, Anadarko

Chemical Company

Origin Energy,

and BASF

•• References include

EHS/CoW)

•• Global clients

•• References include

Reliance Industries,
ONGC, Eni, Gail, Oil

Centrica, VTTI and
Oman LNG
•• CoW is Engica’s core

•• CoW and

•• Strategic focus

•• Maximo Oil and Gas

•• CoW is a medium

focus and business

International’s core

operational risk

on hazardous

/ HSE Manager is a

importance aspect

strategy enabler

focus and business

management is

industries

strategic solution

of the overall SAP

strategy enabler

eVision’s core

in the IBM portfolio

strategy and EHS

•• Focus on the safety
aspects of their

Strategic
direction

•• CoW is RAP

offerings
•• Focus also on

•• Focus on
continuous product

•• Predominantly oil,

focus and business

gas, chemicals,

strategy enabler

petrochemicals,

development

•• Focus on product

international

supported by

development,

growth and further

new technology

growing global

expansion into

innovations and

more sites with
existing customers

mining, and rail

and includes CoW
•• IBM’s overall

portfolio
•• Current strategic

business strategy

priorities include

focuses on cognitive

IoT, AI, mobile and

opportunities

solutions, cloud

machine learning

install base and

arising from other

platforms and

improvements in

expansion into new

areas, such as,

industry focus

current technology

industries

manufacturing

•• Exploring

Source: Deloitte analysis, vendor questionnaires and public domain research.
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Findings
Mid-sized vendors offer the most compelling balance
between operational scale, ability to deliver enterpriselevel global roll outs and focus on core CoW capabilities.
The vendors included in the study
represent a cross-section of the CoW
software market serving the Oil and Gas
industry. The study highlighted findings
about the market overall and the included
vendors, which are presented here for
consideration.
The market overall
Even though the market is as rich and
diverse as there are vendors operating in it,
and no vendors included in the study offer
the exact same capabilities, overall, there
is clear differentiation between small, midsize and large vendors from a requirements
fit perspective.
Company size and heritage appear to
influence product development focus. The
larger vendors tend to focus on end-toend asset management and maintenance
processes (with CoW as a secondary
or tertiary focus). The smaller and midsized vendors focus more heavily on the
specific CoW processes, and have varying
implementation and operational support
capabilities depending on their size.
The smaller-sized vendors are relatively
stable, but small, both in terms
of operational scale and financial
performance. They also appear to lack the
scale to deliver or support enterprise-level
global roll-outs and appear to generally
focus on smaller-scale implementations.
The mid-sized vendors appear to inhabit
a leadership space regarding innovation
and capability development in the CoW
domain, but there are noteworthy
differences in approach between the
two mid-size vendors discussed in this
publication, which are further detailed in
the Conclusions.
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The larger-sized vendors focus on EAM
more broadly, with CoW as a lesser focus
overall. Additionally, it is a prerequisite for
customers to have their ERP/EAM solutions
present for CoW capabilities to be used
in the first place. The large vendors do
however have truly global-scale operations,
reach into a broad range of industries and
the ability to deliver enterprise-level globalscale roll-outs.
Conclusions
Customers looking for solutions that are
capable of being deployed in single-asset
to enterprise-level roll-outs, should
consider the value that mid-sized vendors
like eVision offer. They demonstrate deep
focus on the core CoW capabilities and
experience delivering at scale, including
enterprise-level global roll-outs. Likewise,
the mid-sized vendors are a strong fit
for customers pursuing a best-of-breed
application portfolio.
Petrotechnics, one of the mid-size vendors
assessed in this study, has a 25-year
history delivering CoW solutions to its
clients. However, due to changing market
conditions, over the last two years has seen
a significant reduction in revenues and
internal headcount. While Petrotechnics
have an impressive client list, limited
information on delivery or new contract
wins has been communicated recently,
making it difficult to assess the current level
of deployment capabilities and operational
health of the company.
In contrast, eVision -while a younger
company at ten years of operations- is
going through a significant growth
phase with expansion of headcount
and operational support and delivery
capabilities, as well as successful growth

into new industries. They are currently
engaged at an enterprise scale with 4 of
the 5 Supermajors, indicating movement
towards an industry standard. eVision
further regularly communicates successful
deployments as well as new (global)
engagements.
Customers looking for smaller scale or
cost-conscious implementation and
support models could consider either the
smaller sized vendors, like Engica, due to
their smaller operational footprint and
commensurate support models; or the
mid-sized vendors due to their industry
experience and lower investment relative
to the larger vendors.
Customers who are already heavily
invested in IBM Maximo or SAP for
asset management and maintenance
solutions have the choice of extending
these solutions to support EHS and CoW
capabilities or implementing alternative
solutions from other vendors and
integrating them (using solutions such
as those offered by the smaller and midsized vendors). In many respects it is this
decision point which opens up the market
for the smaller and mid-sized vendors.
This study clearly highlights that there
is a market for CoW solutions targeted
towards the Oil and Gas industry. In
Deloitte’s opinion the mid-sized vendors
offer the most compelling balance
between operational scale, ability to deliver
enterprise-level global roll-outs and focus
on core CoW functional capabilities.
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